
That’s Mine 
Plan, wager, and win in this fast-paced trick-taking card game 
that evolved from classic rock-paper-scissors. 

OBJECTIVE 
Be the first player to reach 15 victory points. 

COMPONENTS 
 (36) Cards, numbered 1-36 

 (12) Rock Cards 

 (12) Paper Cards 

 (12) Scissors Cards 

 (60) Victory Point Tokens with  

 (1) Token Bag & (1) Rules Sheet 

SETUP 

 
Based on the setup table, shuffle and deal each player a 
starting hand. Remaining cards are set face down and be-
come the discard pile. 

Place the starting Victory Point (VP) tokens in the middle of 
the table. This is the VP supply. Remaining tokens are out of 
play and should be set aside for the duration of the game.  

Each player takes 2 VP tokens from the supply to start the 
game.  

PLAYING THE GAME 
Play proceeds in rounds. Each round consists of two phases: 

 Card Choice and Wagers 

 Resolution 

Card Choice and Wagers 
The wagering begins by taking one VP token from the VP 
supply and starting a separate pile in the middle of the table. 
This forms the kitty, which will hold all wagers until the 
round is complete. 

Each player examines their hand and chooses their play card 
for the round. Their entire hand is then placed face-down 
with the play card on top.  

Each player now chooses how many of their VP tokens they 

Player Count 
Starting Hand 
(per player) 

Tokens in starting 
VP Supply 

3 10 36 

4 8 48 

5 6 60 

are willing to wager on the round. This wager is held in the 
player’s closed hand above their play card. 

Once all players have their wager hand out, the Resolution 
phase begins. 

Resolution 
Resolution begins with all players simultaneously revealing 
their wagers. 

Each player who wagered (0) simultaneously flips their play 
card face up. 

To determine the surviving player: 

1. Resolve matches (e.g. Rock vs. Rock), low card wins  

2. Resolve Rock-Paper-Scissors 

 Paper covers Rock 

 Rock crushes Scissors 

 Scissors cuts Paper 

 Stalemate (i.e. Rock vs. Paper vs. Scissors), high 
card wins 

There will be exactly one survivor. 

Next each player who wagered (1) adds their wagered token 
to the kitty and flips their play card face up. These players 
and the previous survivor now compare play cards to deter-
mine the new surviving player. 

Then each player who wagered (2) adds their wagered to-
kens to the kitty then flips their play card face up. These play-
ers and the previous survivor now compare play cards to de-
termine the new surviving player. 

Resolution continues in this manner for wagers of (3), (4), 
(etc.) until only one player has survived. This lone survivor 
proudly declares “That’s Mine!” and takes all VP tokens in 
the kitty. 

All play cards are set in the discard pile and a new round be-
gins. 
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So the higher number doesn’t always win a tie? 

Sometimes the highest numbered card wins a tie, other 
times the lowest card brings success.  Each wins a 
different type of tie: 

Matches are ties where two or more cards show the 
same symbol (rock vs. rock). The lowest numbered card 
wins this type of tie. 

Stalemates are ties where players reveal all three 
different symbols (rock vs. paper vs. scissors). The 
highest numbered card wins this type of tie.  

Note:  If the cards revealed include both types of ties, 
Matches are resolved before Stalemates. 



Notes for Subsequent Rounds 
Should a player run out of VP tokens, they are still in the 
game, but they automatically wager (0). 

When players have no cards remaining in their hands, all 
cards are shuffled and dealt in the same manner as the initial 
setup. 

WINNING THE GAME 
The first player to control 15 VP tokens is immediately de-
clared the winner. The winner raises both fists and declares 
“That’s Mine!” 

EXAMPLE OF A ROUND 
We join a game in progress … 

Card Choice and Wagers 

One VP token is taken from the VP supply and added to the 
kitty, which is now at (1) VP token. 

George, Buster, Lindsay, Tobias, and Lucille all choose their 
play card, which they place face-down in front of them. Next 
they choose their wager amount and hold it in a fist over 
their play card. 

Resolution 

Wagers are revealed: 

 George, Buster, Tobias, and Lindsay each wagered (0) 

 Lucille wagered (2) 

The players who wagered (0) reveal their play cards: 

 George reveals Rock 7 

 Buster reveals Scissors 3 

 Tobias reveals Paper 26 

 Lindsay reveals Scissors 12 

First, the Scissors tie is resolved using the lowest card value 
(Buster, with Scissors 3). 

There are no more ties to resolve, so Rock-Paper-Scissors is 
resolved, which is a stalemate.  

Finally, the stalemate is resolved (Tobias, with Paper 26). 
Tobias is the survivor. 

Since no players have wagered (1), resolution continues to 
players who wagered (2). 

Lucille places her wager into the kitty and reveals Rock 33. 

There are no ties or stalemates to resolve, and Tobias sur-
vives since Paper covers Rock. He declares “That’s Mine!” 
and takes all (3) VP tokens from the kitty. 

Play continues to the next round.  

6-PLAYER VARIANT 
Use the same setup as the 5-player game. The first player to 
12 VP tokens wins the game. 

CREDITS 
The following people made this game possible. 

Game Concept: Matthew C. Anderson 

Rules Editing: Jessica Anderson 

Play Testing:  Our many friends   

LEGAL 
That’s Mine is ©2014 Smirking Storm Games. All rights re-
served.  

FIND OUT MORE 
For more information about this game or our other great 
games, check out our web sites at: 

 

http://smirkingstorm.com/thatsmine 

http://smirkingstorm.com 
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